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What is an Era? 
 

An ‘era’ might be thought of as a point in time that initiates a new period of genealogy with a 

specific feature or characteristic. For example, there may be an important new tool, methodology, 

standard, or theory that is adopted by the genealogical community, resulting in a new ‘era.’  
 

For example, the following might be possible eras in genealogy: 
 

Era Time Period Feature/Characteristic of the Era 

Royal/Nobility Pre-19th century Royal/Nobility research 

Local History Mid- to late-19th century Researching all lines  

Citations & Standards Early 20th century 
Citation-based research to increase 

accuracy & accountability 

Computer 1990s Digitization, indexing, & collaboration 

DNA 2000s Incorporation of DNA evidence 

 

The “New Era?” – The DNA Era of Genealogy 
 

The “DNA Era of Genealogy” might be defined as the use – by a large fraction of the genealogical 

community – of any form of DNA evidence in family history research. The use of DNA evidence 

in family history, also called genetic genealogy, began in the year 2000 with the launch of 

commercial DNA tests by Family Tree DNA (www.familytreedna.com) and Oxford Ancestors 

(www.oxfordancestors.com).  
 

Is this a new era? Have we entered that era? What role does DNA play in genealogical research? 

 

The Hypothesis 
 

• DNA evidence is an essential component of genealogical research when: (1) it is available 

and (2) it might shed light on the question. 
 

When should DNA evidence be considered? Only for fun? Only if there is some suggestion that 

DNA test results will be revealing? Only if the DNA evidence is already available? 

 

Arguments for the Use of DNA Evidence 
 

Let’s conduct a thought exercise together to examine the question of when DNA evidence should 

an essential component of genealogical research. To do that, we’ll consider the following four 

points that analyze the question from a specific angle, specifically the belief that errors introduced 

by misattributed parentage in well-established genealogical research can be detected – and 

corrected – by DNA evidence. 

http://www.dna-central.com/
http://www.familytreedna.com/
http://www.oxfordancestors.com/


Point #1 – Misattributed Parentage Events (MPE) Affect EVERY Family Tree 
 

Misattributed parentage events (MPE) exist at a rate that has a significant impact on the accuracy 

of genealogical research. Research from many labs has found several different rates for 

misattributed parentage events (also known as NPE), typically between 0% and 30%. The most 

recent research suggests a rate between 1-2%: 
 

Study 
Average 

Rate 

Larmuseau, MHD, et al. (2013). Low historical rates of cuckoldry in a Western European human 

population traced by Y-chromosome and genealogical data,” Proceedings of the Royal Society B, 

280 (1772) 20132400. 
1-2% 

King, TE and Jobling MA. (2009). Founders, drift and infidelity: the relationship between Y 

chromosome diversity and patrilineal surnames. Mol Biol Evol, 26 (5), 1093–102 (United Kingdom 

sample of 1,678 men) 
1-2% 

Anderson, K. (2006). How Well Does Paternity Confidence Match Actual Paternity? Evidence from 

Worldwide Nonpaternity Rates, Current Anthropology, 47 (3), 513-520 DOI: 10.1086/504167 

(survey of 67 studies reporting nonpaternity) 

1.9% 

Hadley, et al. (2004). Non-Paternity and Locus Specific Mutation Rates of 36 Y Chromosome STRs. 

Society of Human Genetics Annual Meeting, Toronto, Canada, October 2004. 1.27% 

 

Let’s assume that a “Genealogically Relevant Timeframe” is within 10 generations, or about 300-

400 years. The following tables show what percentage of a family tree may be affected by 

misattributed parentage assuming a rate of 1% or 2% per generation. 
 

Generations Rate Correct Incorrect Rate Correct Incorrect 

1 1% 99 1 2% 98 2 

5 1% 95 5 2% 90 10 

10 1% 91 9 2% 82 18 

15 1% 86 14 2% 74 26 
 

At just 5 generations, as much as 5% (assuming a 1% misattributed parentage rate) to 10% 

(assuming a 2% misattributed parentage rate) of an individual’s family tree can be affected and 

therefore incorrect. Although a family tree may not be so strongly affected, the fact that there is 

any possibility of misattributed parentage may suggest that DNA evidence is necessary whenever 

possible. 
 

In an article1 about a new paper2 showing 1-2% misattributed parentage rate, the journalist wrote 

the following, which included a quote from one of the authors of the paper (emphasis added): 

 

“[A]mateur and professional genealogists can breathe a sigh of relief. ‘Genealogical records 

are mostly correct and you can use these for sociological research,’ Larmuseau said.” 

                                                 
1 Tia Ghose, “Who's Your Daddy? Probably Your Daddy” LiveScience, (22 October 22) 
(http://www.livescience.com/40627-cuckolds-rare-in-belgium.html : accessed 28 Nov. 2014 ). 
2 Larmuseau, MHD, et al. (2013). Low historical rates of cuckoldry in a Western European human population 
traced by Y-chromosome and genealogical data, Proceedings of the Royal Society B, 280 (1772): 20132400. 
 
 
 

http://www.livescience.com/40627-cuckolds-rare-in-belgium.html


Point #2 – DNA Can Detect and Correct Misattributed Parentage 
 

This is probably the easiest point to consider, since DNA testing both intentionally and accidentally 

detects misattributed parentage. Test-takers frequently discover errors in their research, or cover-

ups in their family, when they receive test results. Although traditionally seen mostly commonly 

with Y-DNA test results, autosomal DNA similarly reveals errors and family secrets. Further, as 

DNA databases grow and DNA testing is increasingly accepted and embraced by the public, there 

will be more opportunities for DNA to detect and correct misattributed parentage. 

 

Point #3 – DNA CANNOT be Used for Every Genealogical Question 
 

If we conclude that misattributed parentage has a negative effect on our genealogical research, and 

that DNA can both detect and possibly correct instances of misattributed parentage, shouldn’t 

DNA always be utilized in reasonably exhaustive research? Not necessarily! 
 

Scenario: You are researching the parentage of John Perth, born about 1576 in Birmingham. If 

you find candidate parents, do you have to use DNA evidence? Although some forms of DNA 

evidence might be considered, there are many, many reasons why you may ultimately decide not 

to pursue DNA testing as part of reasonably exhaustive research, including but not limited to: 
 

1. John Perth’s Y-DNA line “daughtered out”, leaving no male descendants who can test the 

Perth Y-DNA. Similarly, the other lines to which John Perth’s Y-DNA could be compared 

might have “daughtered out.” 
 

2. John Perth’s last Y-DNA descendant refuses to undergo Y-DNA testing. 
 

3. The likelihood that autosomal DNA could be used for this project is almost nonexistent, 

considering that most descendants of John Perth will either have none of his DNA, or only 

very little of it. Finding and testing a sufficient number of descendants of John Perth and 

his putative parents would be both cost- and time-prohibitive. 
 

There are many reasons why DNA might not be considered as part of reasonably exhaustive 

research. However, for the reasons discussed above, one could easily argue that DNA must be 

considered unless there are is a clear and explicit reason not to do so! 

 

Conflicting Evidence - Do DNA Test Results Always Trump Traditional Research? 
 

If the results of a DNA test conflict with documentary evidence, then these conflicts must be 

resolved. One of the most common conflicts in genetic genealogy is a Y-DNA test that shows very 

close matches to a surname that is not the surname of the test taker. This often – although not 

always – indicates an instance of misattributed parentage for one of the matching individuals. 

Determining which individual has the misattributed parentage requires additional documentary 

research and will often require additional testing. It is important, however, to remember that the 

“break” could have occurred in either line. 

 

Another example of conflict resolution could be, for example, first cousins that don’t match each 

other after taking an autosomal DNA test. Since genetic relationships at the second cousin and 

closer level are always detected by autosomal testing, then lack of matching by first cousins would 



mean that they are, in fact, not first cousins. This is yet another instance where documentary 

evidence doesn’t correlate with the biological reality, and the evidence will need to be resolved 

with additional document evidence and possibly more DNA testing. 
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